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WASSERFEST NEUWARE Produkt Bought for my son who was visiting Amsterdam, I was very impressed with this book, it was a good size - no ne really wants to lug a huge book about whether they do! it was full of useful information as well as funny information. Places to visit, places not to be missed, general tips on
keeping you safe, where to go, what to see, translations, VENGOTH MAP!! I think it contains everything anyone needs to know when visiting Amsterdam.I loved this book and highly recommend it. Thank you. Lonely Planet: The world's leading publisher of the Lonely Planet Pocket Amsterdam guidebook is your passport
to the most up-to-date, up-to-date tips on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Sleep on a houseboat on the canals of the city, reflect on the little world of Anne Frank Huis, or ride a bike through Vondelpark; all with your trusted companion. Get to the heart of Amsterdam's best and start your
journey right now! Inside Lonely Planet Pocket Amsterdam: Full-color maps and images throughout the highlights and routes will help you tailor your trip to your personal needs and interests Insider Tips to save time and money and get around how local, avoiding crowds and hotspots Basic information at your fingertips opening hours, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices Honest reviews for all budgets - there , sleep, view-see, go out, go shopping, hidden gems that most guidebooks miss for free, convenient retractable map (included in the printed version) as well as over 18 color maps of the neighborhood Comfortable layout
with useful icons, and organized surroundings to help you choose the best places for your time covers downtown, Jordaan, Western Canals, South Canal Belt, Vondelpark, Old South, De Pijp, Oosterpark, Nieuwmarkt, Plantage, Harbour, East Docklands, Westerpark, Western Isles and More Perfect Choice: Lonely
Planet Pocket Amsterdam, colorful, easy to use, and a handy guide that literally fits in your pocket, provides a guide for those looking for a comprehensive guide so and unusual experience, and widely covers all areas of Amsterdam? Check out Lonely Planet Amsterdam. Looking for more coverage? Check out Lonely
Planet Netherlands for a comprehensive look at all the countries have to offer. Authors: Author and researched by Lonely Planet. About Lonely Planet: Since 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel media company with award-winning website guides, mobile and digital travel products, and a dedicated
travel community. Lonely Planet covers be sure to see spots, but also allows curious travelers to get out of the beaten way to understand more of the culture of the places in which they are located. Winner of the TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards in the 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015 Favorite Guide category. FREE
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POUNDS 16.95 GBP FREE ENTRY FREE 19.50 GBP FREE ENTRY 16.50 9676 gesammelte Bewertungen rank Produktname Bewertung 1 Best Value for Money And Quality PocketBook e-book Reader 'Touch Lux 4' (8GB Speicher; 15.24 cm (6 zol) Background PocketBook Produkt ansehen Preise vergleichen 2
Budget Choice Pocket Book Reader Basic Lux 2 (8GB Speicher; 15.24 cm (6 evils) Von PocketBook Produkt ansehen 2 Speichert Preise vergleichen 3 PocketBook e-Book Reader 'Touch HD 3' (16 GB Speicher; 15.24 cm (6 evils) background PocketBook Produkt ansehen 2 Speichert Preise vergleichen 4 Rakuten
Kobo Clara HD e-book Leseger't Touch Screen 8GB WLAN Schwartz - E-Reader von Rakuten Kobo Probo Produkt anhene 2 Speichert Preisele verichen 5 Tolino Shine 3 ebook 8 GB schwarz - E-Reader Von Tolino Produkt ansehen Preise vergleichen 6 Tolino Page 2 eBook Reader Von Tolino Produkt ansehen 2
Speichert Preise vergleich 7 tolino brilliance 3 books Reader mit integrierterter Beleuchtung und WLAN (NEU) Produkt ansehen Preise vergleichen 8 E-book Reader mit E-Ink - Frontlicht, Koobe Produkt ansehen Preise vergleichen 9 Tolino Shine 3 Schwarz e-book Reader NEU Produkt ansehen Preise 10 KINDLE
PAPERWHITE 6x300PPI IPX8 WIFI 8GB E- BOOK READER WASSERFEST NEWWARE View Product Compare Level 158 158 7 years ago Hii!! Please help me choose a good guide for Amsterdam. My personal choice includes travel books that contain a detailed storyline about local areas, including good cafes and
pubs. Cheers!!! Level Contributor 22,598 posts 17 reviews 22 useful votes 1. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! Seven years ago tripadvisor.com/ShowTopic-g188590-i60-k10861... Here is an old thread that covers the same land. I would suggest Google-------Amsterdam Guidebooks you will see a lot of discussion
about many different books. You can see which one is more like what you want. My fav is the Get Lost Cool Guide to Amsterdam. But this is not the one I would suggest for you. This question is asked a lot. Searching in this field above will bring up pages worth TA themes on the topic. Of course, to the right of this
Amsterdam page there are top questions There are many good tips to be found there. Edited: 7 years ago Contributor Level 14840 messages 2. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! 7 years ago I do not know if this is the best ... as I didn't review all the guidebooks about Amsterdam. but of the few that my local Barnes
and Noble I loved and bought a witness guide to Amsterdam Level Contributor 14282 posts 3 reviews 2 useful votes 3. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! 7 years ago MrJohn - As usual, thanks for the tip (Cool Guide). Level Contributor 863 posts 4. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! 7 years ago I am also a fan of
Dorling Kindersley Eyewitness Guides. I use them everywhere and we have a copy of the house for guests coming to stay in Amsterdam. Level Contributor 215 posts 2 reviews 5. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! 7 years ago I pretty much had all of them. DK is by far the most beautiful with beautiful graphics, but
also the heaviest. I'm going to bring my Pocket Lonely Planet and a Time Out shortlist to Amsterdam. They are well presented and the information is dense. And it's not too hard. I study the rest, but I leave home. Level Contributor 2175 posts 13 reviews 3 useful votes 6. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! 7 years ago
DK Top Ten Amsterdam. Small, comprehensive, good for a short visit. 7. Re: Best Travel Book in Amsterdam!!! 6 years ago -:- A message from Tripadvisor employees:--This topic was closed to new posts due to inaction. We hope you'll join the conversation by posting on an open topic or starting a new one. To view the
Tripadvisor Forums Accommodation Guidelines, please click on this link: delete posts that do not follow our posting guidelines, and we reserve the right to delete any post for any reason. Ultimate Guide! Amsterdam is the place where high culture meets the city centre vibe, where Van Gogh rivals the cannabis museums,
where 17th-century palaces rest weightlessly on on and cozy bars compete with cool designer clubs, funky shops and chic cuisine. With more than Venice channels, Amsterdam balances the picture-perfect 17th century hauteur with an easy-going village atmosphere and a place of art and entertainment that s as high
energy as it is cosmopolitan and advanced. Whether you re-visit for sightseeing or shopping, cuisine or nightlife, this Amsterdam guidebook is the perfect guide for your short break. Combining the destination experience with two award-winning pop-up maps, this handy travel guide will provide all the information you need
to get the most out of your trip. This handy Amsterdam pocket guide includes two detailed maps of the city of PopOut and a 64 page full color illustrated guide. The guide opens with two of our favorite routes. If you have little time and want to see all the best bits, these itineraries are sure to help you explore and enjoy the
best that Amsterdam has to offer. The guide is then divided into 7 chapters: see it - the best places to see from museums and cathedrals to markets, monuments and more; Buy it - identifies key shopping areas and stores for the target; Watch it - places for entertainment: shows, theaters, music venues, ballet, comedy,
cinema and nightlife; Try it - from ethnic cuisine to local fares for the best places for an evening cocktail; All the best places to eat and drink; Know this - all the practical information you need to get the best out of your trip; Directory - Hotel listings, extra places to visit, annual events and helpful websites packed with tips
and information, this handy pocket size Amsterdam guidebook will help you get the most out of your trip. Publisher: Compass Maps ISBN: 9781845878290 Dimensions: 100 x 135 x 14 mm best amsterdam travel guide book
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